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Message From The Leaders

Sagnik Biswas, DTM
District Director

One of the most coveted words that one hears in Toastmasters parlance is "Leadership".
Everyone defines leadership differently, so the effort to define that will be most futile on my
part. To this effect, I would like to share how all 3,000 of us can be leaders in the last 120 odd
days that we have in the Program Year 2021-22.

As we look around as members of District 92, let us look at how we can help improve the
lives of the members around us. Does a member need help in their journey or are they
struggling for a mentor in their Toastmasters club? Is a member stuck on finding what is
next for them? As a fellow member, share your stories of encouragement, give them your
time and expertise, and help them find their next step. For your clubs, seek information on
what the club needs to achieve in the last 120 days - members, awards, mentorship?
Whether or not you're a club officer, as a member, your duty is to serve the club whenever
needed. So let's be proactive and help our clubs out.

Leadership is rarely called for when there is nothing to build upon. It is your thought and
actions that can pre-empt the needs and requirements of those around you, and propel
you further. Leadership is a choice, and now let us take this time to exercise it to the fullest!
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Krishna Prashanth T, DTM
Club Growth Director

"Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality”. -Warren Bennis

This is what exactly we practice in Toastmasters. When it comes to leading a club, Area,
Division, or District, we always need to have a vision and work on upskilling ourselves to
convert that vision into reality. 

In this presentation generation, a leader always needs to upskill and be agile to ensure the
needs of the team and organization are fulfilled well within time. One of the writers in
Telugu mentioned that a leader should not walk far ahead of the team such that the
problems of the team are not heard and should not walk with the team so that he cannot
show the path. A leader always must walk just 4 steps ahead of the team so that the
concerns of the team members are heard and at the same time leader can show the path
to the team. 

In District 92, we encourage Toastmasters to participate in various programs like
Leadership Development Program, Club Incubation Centre volunteer, Club coach, and
various other programs to groom budding leaders so that they can take leadership roles in
the future. 

I encourage every Toastmaster to step up and take roles in their respective clubs and
outside their club as well. This is the starting step for you to grow as a leader which will help
you both in your professional and personal life and also help you to gain the capacity to
translate vision into reality. 
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Rishabh Mehta, DTM
Program Quality Director

In the words of John Quincy Adams, 
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more, and become more, you
are a leader.”

Leadership means different things to different people around the world, and different
things in different situations. Leadership is not just about the job title a person has.
Leadership is about behaviors they display and the actions they inspire. Leadership is a skill,
not a function, and the greatest leaders are the ones that recognize that and are always
seeking to develop and grow. 

Leadership is all about having a good vision and a plan to achieve the same. A leader will
always think about achieving the goal even if there are many hurdles in the way.
Leadership is always about impacting people in such a way that it helps them to reach their
goals. It is about having the ability to make a decision in the worst scenario possible. It is
about seeing the bigger picture for a better future. Leadership is linked to communicating
with the team and finding the answer. It is about showing determination towards your
goal. It is about listening to the team and helping each other to find a solution. Above all,
leadership is about earning respect from the team and accepting the challenge without
fear.

Great leaders were not born great, they made themselves great by observing their
surroundings and doing their best to change them. History is filled with examples of great
leaders, and one thing that is common in all leaders in the act of selflessness. They never
thought about their personal gain, but they always strived for the betterment of everyone.
To be a great leader you need to have led people for the greater good. 

Always remember, that leadership is an action, and the onus is upon us to become the kind
of leader that we like to read about!
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Lao Tzu once said - "A leader is best when people barely know when he exists, when his
work is done, his aim is fulfilled, they will say we did it ourselves."

Leadership is not about leading people, it is about enabling the rest to be independent and
confident. A leader is made when he knows his team can function even when he is not
around. A leader works in the background without ever being in the forefront. A leader
learns to delegate most of his work and enables the team to get better at what they do, day
after day. Albus Dumbledore said - "Help will always be given at Hogwarts to those who
ask for it". 

The leader in you should always believe in this principle, do not help unless you are asked to
help. This will definitely give the member the freedom to explore their potential, make
mistakes and learn from them. 

Be like the supporting wheels of a cycle, not always needed, but, definitely there in need!

Everyone's leadership style is different, never ever compare your style to someone else's
style. 

Remember 5 fingers have their individuality and together they form the strength of a fist.
Your members and you are the fingers, the team that forms together is the fist. 

United we stand, divided we fall! 
Happy reading!

Karan Venkiteswaran, DTM
District Public Relations Manager
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Sri Harsha Varanasi
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"The key to successful leadership is to influence, not authority" - 
Kenneth H Blanchard

Everyone speaks about leadership qualities but a Toastmaster 
practices these qualities. In this edition of the magazine, one can 
read examples of how one has practiced leadership and how a 
leader has influenced someone in their Toastmasters journey.

When we can get influenced by a leader, we can also practice a 
healthy lifestyle and influence others. I would call that as be an 
inspiration for others to lead a healthy life. In this edition, we are 
throwing a tiny light on fitness as a subtheme. 

Looking forward to seeing how our leadership and the fitness-filled 
magazine have helped you in your Toastmasters journey. Please feel 
free to drop in your comments on our social handlings.

Happy reading!!
Shilpa Munagavalasa

Ashwin R Chandran

Jaya Nambiar

Ganesh GadicherlaSuparna Bose

Sumukh D N Vidhi Tokekar
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Guests attending a Toastmasters meeting for the first time are usually asked to introduce themselves to
the club members and state the reason that brought them to the meeting. Most say that their principal
purpose in joining the meeting is to improve their communication and leadership skills.

This brings us to the question – What is leadership? In Toastmasters, the essential qualities of an effective
and empowered leader might be narrowed down to a few primary areas of expertise. Effective leaders are
excellent communicators. They display a very high level of personal integrity. They are open-minded,
optimistic and lead by example.

My first brush with leadership in Toastmasters was as a new member in 2019. My club was hosting the
Area-Level Contest and a lot of participants and guests from other clubs packed our meeting hall. At the
conclusion of a meticulously planned and executed event, all of us had to walk to the canteen building to
partake in refreshments. Obviously, the club members got there first and thronged the food counter. The
guests hung back a little and hesitantly waited for the crowd to clear a bit before they could enter the tiny
canteen and help themselves to some snacks.

It was then that Geetha Prasanna, DTM, and one of the founding members of my club decided to give
everyone who had cared to notice, a master class on leadership. She stepped into the canteen,
commandeered a couple of serving trays, piled on about a dozen or so plates laden with refreshments and
with a tray in each hand, strode out of the canteen and personally went up to the guests and offered the
snacks to them. 

Nothing earth-shattering here, but clearly a case of leadership at play. It was what any one of us could
have done, but none of us did. So, a leader took the lead. That’s all.

Leadership is not just about being the CEO of an organization or the Prime Minister of a country. It’s about
you and me and all of us. It just so happens some people get to lead teams, some lead companies and
some others command large armies but we all lead a life. Our own lives. And how good that life depends
on the leader - YOU. All you need to do is find that leader in you.

Toastmasters is a place where you can identify leadership anywhere you choose to look. At every turn,
there’s an opportunity to lead in a multitude of ways. Seek it. Find it. Practice it. 

DISTRICT 92
KARNATAKA, INDIA

A LESSON IN

LEADERSHIP
- Suresh Madhavan
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Talkmagic Toastmasters Club
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Where the mind is without fear, the head is held high where the world is not broken into fragments, with
narrow domestic walls.- Such powerful words are from the great Rabindranath Tagore. There is so much
courage, compassion, and conviction. In a parallel paradox, Shakespeare quotes, Leadership is to help
others achieve what they even think they could. Leaders bind the team to the mission. Also, leaders
maketh future leaders. 
It is evident that we all have one such leader whose words inspire us day in and out. Mahatma Gandhi,
Nelson Mandela, and Fidel Castro are some of the names which are imprinted in our minds. The list goes
on. Some of the commonalities that differentiate normal beings from leaders are they create leaders and
are always ready to help others, understand others' feelings, set an example for others who understand
that every individual has a different emotional and intelligence quotient, is empathetic, and inspires them
accordingly. 

The most important parameters which differentiate a good and not-so-good leader are empathy &
personal touch. Good leaders know and understand their team as people. Bringing people together,
understanding their needs, helping them achieve their goals, and helping them grow are the core skills of
a great leader. 
Ask yourself a few questions. Do you pretend to be the one wearing badges or actually work towards
becoming a successful leader? Are you leading by setting examples? Do you have the capability to stand
up with people, and have the ability to manage difficult situations? Let’s take a pause and reflect on what
Charlie Chaplin once said: “You need power only when you want to do something harmful otherwise love
is enough to get everything done.”

We as Toastmasters are always looking to inspire, learn and grow together. We are driven by virtues such
as passion, decisiveness, and goal setting. We wear design thinking hats for seamless execution as we
embark on the journey of service to ourselves and others. We look for convex Optimization of the available
resources, factoring in both immediate requirements and future prospects
We envision leadership quality as a mission of making a vision a reality. We believe that it is about having a
clear road map, creating a culture where everyone is free to voice out their opinions/ideas, and are
encouraged to try new things, to withstand and learn from failure. 
To summarize, a leader is one who enables and empowers. All that matters is your motivation,
encouragement, openness, friendliness, honesty, helping nature, sacrifice nature, authenticity, dedication,
truthfulness. 

If you ever doubt yourself as a leader ask yourself, Did I take responsibility and push my team to do better
today? Did I stand with my team through thick and thin? If your answer is yes, Repeat what you do. If it is
not, work on your skills. The choice is yours. 
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MEET MY MENTOR

Chandira A Kadam

Nagesh Ramamurthy

Daffodils Toastmaster Club

Mentee

Mentor

Daffodils Toastmaster Club

After two unsuccessful attempts at continuing in
Toastmaster for more than a term, I joined
Toastmasters last year and have been a Toastmaster
ever since. I would attribute my current passion for
Toastmaster to my mentor TM Aparna who has been
a constant source of motivation. Her dedication and
commitment to Toastmasters inspire me to do
better. The systematic feedback and constructive
criticisms have shaped me as a communicator. As
the calendar turns over to 2022, I resolve to continue
my journey with renewed focus and passion under
the guidance of my mentor TM Aparna Raja

KALEIDEOSCOPE

DISTRICT 92
KARNATAKA, INDIA

It is an honor to say I am mentored by TM Nagesh
Ramamurthy at Daffodils Toastmaster Club. I have
received timely guidance for all the tasks that need
to be done to be at the top of the toastmaster
journey. There is a lot amount of clarity that my
mentor brings in with regards to the speeches I
deliver and curating them. He is very proactive and
prompt when I reach out to him for guidance on any
topic wrt toastmaster activities. He is a very strong
anchor for any individual who does not really
understand what you are doing at toastmasters and
guides them. I am well motivated to take up
challenges and progress upwardly at Toastmasters.

What Lord Krishna was to Arjuna, Vivek Shah is to 
me. His advice has always been a turning point for 
me, be it in Toastmasters or beyond Toastmasters. 
When I joined Toastmasters and we had our first 
meeting, I didn’t know what to do or where to start. I 
just went with these two questions. We have set my 
short and long-term goals. He has always patiently 
listened to me, tried to give solutions to all my 
problems. From my icebreaker speech till now, he 
always pushed, guided, supported, listened, and 
gave feedback that I needed to thrive in my journey.
I might be "One of his mentees", but he is "the 
mentor" for me.

Aparna Raja

Bharathi R V

The Gabbys

Mentee

Mentor

Dell Sukti 
Toastmasters Club

Nutan Bhootra:  Mentee
Walk The Talk

Vivek Shah:  Mentor
Walk The Talk
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Mentor-Mentee is a long personal relationship. And it was the
same with me. He was the one who inspired me to join
toastmasters. When he used to do Townhalls, we used to be
awed by his impactful deliveries. We used to find the reasons
behind the same and hence was introduced to toastmasters.
He used to be so humble and do what he preaches.

Although he was a DTM, he redid his Competent
communicator for the club, and his mentees benefit, actively
participating in all the roles. This had inspired us, especially
me, to follow the same. 

His suggestions and enablement were unique. Instead of
spoon-feeding, he made sure that I understood the thing and
did it by myself, which made my learning stronger. Initially, I
hesitated to take roles and be a club officer; with his
motivation and mentoring completed CC CL paths used to
participate regularly. Most of the things he uses to inspire me
by doing himself. Filled with gratitude DTM Harikumar.
Thanks for being there for me and lots of us.

 Rajesh Choukse

DTM Harikumar Shanthibhavan

Wordly-Wise Toastmasters

Mentee

Wordly-Wise Toastmasters

Nitin Bhagat

KALEIDEOSCOPE
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My Mentor Always Rocks…
I am fortunate enough to have been consistently mentored in
every step by some incredible people in both personal and
professional life. To begin with my family, my friends, colleagues
& my teachers were always a part of this incredible journey called
life. And the very recent addition at present, my fellow
toastmasters and very important personality, my mentor. Mr.
Nitin Bhagat, who professionally is a Cloud Developer in Oracle
serving District 92 as an Area Director and a mentor for 20+
Toastmasters. For me, the idea of a mentor was different, who
would be dominating? Questions raised in my mind were, Do I
need to walk in his direction and how will he deal with me as a
fresher in Toastmaster? But to my surprise he caught my
attention on the first message, he wanted to know my goals and
as a mentor, he said he would like to work with me and not the
other way round which was very humble. 

Mohseena

Trailblazers

Mentee

Mentor

IIEM Toastmasters Club

As a mentor, so down to earth, he fueled my desire to improve, and with each improvement, I saw him experience success. His
positive, open-mindedness, permission to make mistakes and the insight to learn from those mistakes are helping me get better in
my other areas of life. In other words, My win was his Win! In all my speech preparations he gave me a free hand to think about
myself and he guided and shared his experiences which made me extrapolate my thinking. He nudged me gently and he made
sure to face the truth without any fancy sugar-coated feedback. His honest criticism continues to get the best out of me.

I hereby take the privilege and express my gratitude to my mentor, who not only entrusted his faith in me but also motivated me to
take on a more challenging role and I did take part in the recently concluded, Area G4 (D92) Contest, as a Demo Speaker and won a
lot of positive feedback and a Trophy which I flaunt with a sense of pride. 
And to see it happening is a joy I can't express. I wish all mentees should have an opportunity of having such a mentor! From the
bottom of my heart, I sigh! "My mentor always rocks!! The world needs more mentors like you! 
Thank you!"

Mentor

DECEMBER 2021- MARCH 2022
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Look back at your life and think of the time when you were the “fittest ever”. If it is now, congratulations,
you are in the best of health. If you are like me, I look back at a time when I was actively involved in martial
arts and sports – those were the years when I did not fall sick at all, was able to eat anything and
everything – I felt like superman.

Physical fitness refers to the ability of your body systems to work together efficiently to allow you to be
healthy and perform activities of daily living. Physical fitness is to the human body what fine-tuning is to
an engine. It enables us to perform up to our potential. Fitness can also be described as a condition that
helps us look, feel and do our best.

Considering the analogy of an engine – if you don’t use it for a long time, it will start rusting and eventually
stop working. The same is true for the human body – So the question is how do you “become fit”?

This can be done by regular exercises – my take is to have at least a 30-minute exercise routine daily. This
can the form of a walk, yoga, aerobics, dancing or even working out in a gym. Regular exercise will keep
your body healthy and mind active. When we are fit and healthy, the probability of us falling ill and
experiencing various medical conditions drops. When we talk about medical fitness, a lot of people
assume it is just physical fitness, but it is a lot more than that, overall fitness means we must be fit both
mentally and physically. We can only achieve a state of good mental fitness if we become physically fit.

To achieve fitness, my advice is to make exercising and eating right - I had a friend, Abhay who was very
regular with workouts in the gym – when the covid pandemic hit, his routine was affected. He was unable
to continue the workout at home and this resulted in 2 years of almost no exercise. When he finally did a
comprehensive health check, he found that he was borderline diabetic, had hypothyroidism, a fatty liver,
and a host of other ailments. This wake-up call resulted in him getting his joining a gym & getting his diet
right.

My fitness inspiration comes from Milind Soman, who is a model and actor – at the age of 55, he is at a level
of fitness that is aspirational to all of us. Inspiring us to get out of bed and exercise, Milind advises, “It’s not
about how fast you are or how much weight you’re losing. The key is to keep moving. Laziness is a part of
human nature and it is not wrong. A person should conserve their energy for important things and
exercise is one of the important things in life. Most people waste their energy and end up not exercising.”

Our bodies are designed to be self-healing when it is provided with the right exercise and food. I leave you
with this quote “Fitness is not a destination – it is a way of life” – Have you made it your way of life yet? 

KALEIDEOSCOPE
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FITNESS: BLOOD, 

SWEAT & CHEERS
- Vijay Jagannathan

Cisco Communication Club
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SPEAKING FROM THE HEART 

Diksharth Harsh

State Street India Toastmasters Club

KALEIDEOSCOPE

DISTRICT 92
KARNATAKA, INDIA

I first heard the name in 2013 and it took me 8 years to actually become its member.
It has been a roller coaster ride since. My journey which started as a guest has led
me to 2 office positions, Secretary and now VP PR. Personally, I never feel
comfortable talking in public, the stage fear was always there. But I must say from
last year I am improving upon the same. Content, gestures, presentation, I am
improving on every aspect of giving a speech. In this virtual age where we are
unable to even connect with our team, I am able to find a place to hang out and I
would like to thank Toastmasters for the same. Such an opportunity to improve,
connect, network and deliver was not possible. Hope to continue for a longer time
and give my best!

My journey with toastmasters has been spectacular from the beginning. The
educational learnings and the feedback from fellow toastmasters have molded me
into an eloquent and confident speaker.   I have become more assertive in handling
conflict situations in my professional life. The Club officer role, the roles are taken in
my club meetings and at special events have provided me with insights on how to
run an organized and efficient meeting. On top of everything, I love the supportive
environment that the toastmasters meetings always give me. It is my safe place to
make mistakes, experiment and learn from them.

Divya N L

Capgemini Toastmasters Club

Toastmasters club has given me amazing experiences so far. Like the way we see in
social media where we feel like, 'only our lives are not perfect', Toastmasters club and
the speeches shared by members has made me feel like everyone has a story to tell
and it contains both ups and downs. The way in which toastmasters open up and
speak about their vulnerable sides without feeling hesitant, I think that's what made
me feel like I am in the right place. I have a lot to learn from the people around me.

Abitha Ravishankar

Koch Toastmasters Club

August 9th, 2019! A day that I'll never forget. I gave my membership fee to the VP
Membership of my club, Tejaswini, and walked back to the hostel thinking if I made
the right choice or not. Well, 2.5 years later, I feel that I have taken the best decision
of my life. I have been a part of a few area, division, district events and made some
progress on the communication front. But more than any of these, the one thing that
keeps me going in Toastmasters is the bonding that I have with my club members.
Whatever I do in Toastmasters, it's their support that keeps me going. So, for me,
every day in Toastmasters is enriching and memorable as long as I have my bunch of
friends with me and we move forward together. As our very own Ralph.C.Smedley
said, we learn best in moments of enjoyment.

Sri Harsha Varanasi

Toastmasters Amrita Bengaluru
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SPEAKING FROM THE HEART 

Sagnik Biswas

Capgemini Toastmasters Club

KALEIDEOSCOPE
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Toastmasters has been instrumental in making me who I am today and will be my
go-to arena for anyone willing to learn aspects of leadership, from practical
experiences in dealing with situations and people. I have been a member since
October 2015, and Toastmasters networking helped me make a career pivot. I have
learned critical life skills here and will continue to do so in the years to come.

Toastmaster's Basecamp material helps me set goals in my public speaking journey.
It has helped me to get the best out of myself in a systematic way. Initially, I join with
the goal to network with people. Today I take the Basecamp goals very seriously and
it has resulted in me being a better person. Will always be part of the Toastmasters
Club.

Shrinivas Balaraju

KLS IMER Toastmasters

It's quite common that most students during their campus hiring interviews have
basic core knowledge but no words to describe it. I was one of them. To overcome
this issue, I joined our college's Toastmasters Club. Now, after 2.5 years of time
completing 1.5 pathways and handling various roles like President, VPE, VPPR, I am
not only confident to speak whatever is in my mind, but also have the courage to be
part of and lead a team. I sometimes imagine where I would be if I had joined
Toastmasters in the first year of my graduation.

Sourabh Deshpande

SDMCET Toastmasters Club

I am a Certified Image Consultant and Soft Skills trainer, My interest in public
speaking and Leadership skills made me join Toastmasters. After becoming a
Toastmaster I completely became a good speaker I completed my pathbreaking
speech in Presentation Mastery which helped in my professional life also to be a
good trainer.

Shrilakshmi Hegde

The Gabbys Toastmasters Club

Prakash Tamhankar
Speech Studio Toastmasters Club 

Toastmasters helped me find my confidence back. In 2006, when I was searching for
the right skill set in articulating my thoughts, I joined Toastmaters and got the mojo
to make a difference for myself and my career. In 2008, I took a break, thinking I
have got all I needed from Toastmasters.  I was wrong.  In 2014, I realized, I needed
interpersonal and collaborative skills and I looked to Toastmasters again.  It did not
disappoint me, giving me opportunities to serve in various capacities at Club and
District levels, making a difference to my clubs and District 92 as well as to me. I have
become a better human being, looking to make a difference for self and others. My
heartfelt gratitude to Toastmasters as an organization, and fellow Toastmasters as a
community!
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Joining Toastmasters has been the best decision I have taken to work on my
leadership and communication skills. During this journey, I had taken multiple roles
and there has not been a single time that I have not learned anything new. Meeting
people from various walks of life has given me a completely different perspective
about life and taught me to be a better version of myself. The time I joined
Toastmasters, I didn't think I would stay for long, but to my surprise, it's been 2 years
already and I am sure that this journey will continue forever. I feel overwhelmed
every single day for being a part of such a great community.

Priyanka Deep

Spoken Word

Sunil Govind

Beechi Toastmasters Club

I joined Toastmasters in September of 2016. For me, speaking was all about me and
what I wanted to speak. When I started to speak, I wanted the audience to listen to
what I wanted to tell. It never occurred to me that I should be attempting to give the
audience what they want to listen to. This realization was a paradigm shift for me
from talking about what I wanted to, and speaking about what they want. It also
occurred to me that if I am not interested in a particular speech, would my audience
be interested?  This made me listen to the entire proceeding at our club meetings.
Each session and all the speakers, i.e. the SAA, the President, the prepared speakers,
the General Evaluator, and each of the role takers had something to teach me. Yes!
Toastmasters made listen!

A few years back, I have had a small stint in Toastmasters during the old education
program. One thing I realized and applied from my learnings is “A Call to Action”
which was missing in my presentation ideas. After a short break, I got back to
Toastmasters and this time with Pathways. According to me, the first 3 levels are
important, and by the time I graduate to deliver our Level 4 and Level 5, I knew the
areas that I needed to focus on. In my level 5, I conducted a Panel Discussion on
“Women Leaders in Toastmasters” during a club meeting at Resonance and after
conducting the Panel Discussion, I became confident and I did not have to think
twice about Interviewing the crew of a Telugu movie “Cinema Bandi” a Netflix
sensation during the 40th meeting at Bhuvana Vijayam Telugu Toastmasters club. I
have worked along with my fellow club members and Division A director to charter
the Gen Next Gavel Club and had my role to play in both Division A and Division B
Meets, which gave me the courage and the feeling, 'if right people are together we
can achieve wonders'. As I am a founder and CEO of a Tech Startup, one of the
challenges is to be creative to take the Startup to the next high. I have become
creative as I started observing the creative ideas that the Public Relations team
engages with right from the Clubs to the District. Every poster gives me energy, I feel
like attending meetings across the district but yes we know we have limitations of
time to attend all the meetings. If you have to choose between watching television or
attending a Toastmasters meeting you can choose the latter as it leaves you with
more 'Courage, Confidence, and Creativity.

Krishna Datta N C

Resonance
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TEAM WORK: SMEDLEY ARMY 
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BECOME THE NEXT

WORLD CHAMPION OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

Consistent action creates consistent results

Practice as a Platform - PaaP.
Peer-Peer learning.
Group study-based format.
Practice among peers.
Write your speech in 30 mins.
Critical Evaluations and feedback.
Identify strengths & weaknesses.
A non-judgemental forum.
Self-sustained Plug & Play practice
Improved listening.
Amplifiers to help speakers find their
own style

We all are history readers !!
To be history creators, we got to do
something simple yet different, but
consistently. Based on this thought is a
closely knitted group of Toastmasters
from different clubs across D92, who
came together believing that consistent
practice would lead them to become
better speech evaluators, Table Topics
speakers & Speech curators. We call
ourselves as Smedley Army. 

You might ask what makes us different?
Here's something -

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

As they say, consistent action creates
consistent results, we benefit from each
other's experience, wisdom, and
knowledge. We saw emerging clubs,
areas, division winners, and also those
who leveled up from where they started
through consistent practice at Smedley.

The face/backbone of the Smedley
Army are its proactive members and
here are some testimonials from them.
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It's one thing to drive a Lamborghini !!
It's yet another to build a Lamborghini !!

It's one thing to work for a brand !!
It's yet another to build a brand !!

It's one thing to be a part of an organization like Toastmasters International !!
Its once a lifetime opportunity to represent a path of practice that believes it can lift the World
Champion of Public Speaking Trophy - Smedley Army

Experience the compounding power of Consistent Practice

DAY 1   |   DAY 2   |   DAY 3   |   DAY 4   |   DAY 5   |   DAY 6   |   DAY 7   |   DAY 8 . . . . DAY n
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑1% 2% 4% 8% 16% 32% 64% 128% HABIT

|

| | | | | | |
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Promoting Toastmasters International 

at ICGF Meet of Rotary Dist 3190

Date: Saturday, 29 November 2021
Time: 3 PM to 9 PM
Place: Palace Grounds
Number of Rotarians registered: 700 

In 2019, Toastmasters International and Rotary International formed a unique strategic alliance, drawing strength
from their many similarities and complementary differences. 
They both are mature, not-for-profit, non-political, and non-religious organizations. 
While Rotary focusses on fellowship, leadership, and community service, Toastmasters primarily aims at
developing communication and leadership skills. 

To promote Toastmasters at the ICGF meeting of Rotary District 3190, NITK Bhive Toastmasters Club along with
the help of Area A2 & District 92 set up a stall at the event inviting members to experience a Toastmasters demo
meeting. The stall was manned by Vasanth of TMC Analog Devices, Ramdas Bhat, Rama Rao, Rashmi B, Rashmi
T, and Niby Jacob, Area Director A2.  A demo meeting was conducted in early December for members who were
interested to understand and learn more about Toastmasters thus successfully generating interest & leads.
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EMPARCH 4.0
There are times when I thought to myself, “Where are all the people my age in Toastmasters?” because I could
rarely find them other than from my home club. There are times I wondered whether there are any events
specially meant for encouraging the students to come forward and make themselves be heard. 
That’s the first time I came across District 92 initiative known as EMPARCH and I was blown! A contest for students
by students for anyone and everyone anywhere? And the best part is that even non-Toastmaster can participate.
Who would have thought? The more I got to know about it, the more I was intrigued and fascinated. 
EMPARCH 4.0 started off on a BANG with Educational sessions on Tall Tales by none other than DTM Ashin Paul
and Presentation Mastery by TM Nitin Bhagat in order for everyone to know what the contests are really about. 
On the 22nd and 23rd of January, 2022 the entire district was set on fire by breathtaking presentations and
laughter-inducing Tall Tales by each and every contestant. The Chief Judges, TM Richa, and TM Sandhya definitely
had a hard time tallying and deciding on the finalists. ‘

Now I know what all of you are thinking. Who won?! 
On the 12th of February, the grand Finale of Emparch 4.0 took place and it was nothing less than a magnanimous
celebration. Students from different colleges came together and Emparch 4.0’s Finale was an eye feast to all of
those who attended. It had moments ranging from students cheering for each other to parents celebrating their
kid’s wins. It was an all-round package. Now, the contest does always have a winner. Suhas Prakash Srivatsa from
the Center for Management Studies stood as the winner in presentation mastery whereas Chiraag Roonwal from
the Center for Management Studies stood as the winner in the Tall Tales Contest. The Finale ended with all the
audience smiling for a zoomie! 

Gopika V
 Toastmasters Amrita Bengaluru

Article  by,
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College Linkers
Nothing matches the energy of a student. What if a whole bunch of students comes together? Yes, you heard it
right. District 92 had a Linker's Meet with five college clubs. This was Ankita’s brainchild. She took the initiative
and got everything together. We had a lot of district officers join the meeting including our very own Program
Quality Director, DTM Rishab Mehta along with many other Division Directors and Area Directors. 

Members from SDMCET Toastmasters Club, MVJ Toastmasters Club, MCC Toastmasters Club, Toastmasters
Amrita Bengaluru, and Ramaiah Toastmasters participated with utmost vivacity. Well, more than anything, the
meeting was all about having fun in the best possible way and we did the Toastmasters way. The terrific table
topics session that we had with a small twist got everyone’s creativity onto the table. College students never run
out of energy to explore and the meeting was just another synonym for enthusiasm.. What is a student’s meetup
without a little rant session? After the meeting, everyone stayed back for a while and spoke our hearts about the
student's struggles. That was another meticulous meeting at District 92 and everyone left the meeting with one
thing, a BIG & HEARTFUL SMILE!

Sri Harsha Varanasi
 Toastmasters Amrita Bengaluru

Article  by,
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28th January- Anchor ED Toastmasters Club- Open House

JANUARY

FEBRUARY
2nd February- Dell Sukti Toastmasters- 10th Anniversary
2nd February- Cerner BLR Constellate- Open House - 200th Meet & 

3rd February- Anchor ED & NT India Manyata- Linkers Meeting
11th February- Anchor ED, Cerner, Where is the Mic, NT India Manyata, 

18th February- IBM Synergy Toastmasters Club- 400th Meeting

      4th Anniversary

       Wordly-Wise- Area H3 Linkers Meet

NEW CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENT 

CENTUM ELECTRONICS
TOASTMASTERS CLUB
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NEW CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENT 
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AEQUS TOASTMASTERS CLUB NEW GEN NMIT 
TOASTMASTERS CLUB

WALMART
TOASTMASTERS IDC
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THEANTAMIL
TOASTMASTERS CLUB

WIPRO HOUSE OF SPEAKERS 
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PATHER PANCHALI
CAPITALAND 

TOASTMASTERS CLUB



FUN ZONE

MEME TIME 

Nutan Bhootra
Walk The Talk

KALEIDEOSCOPE

DISTRICT 92
KARNATAKA, INDIA
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Meme Courtesy,
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GUESS THE MOVIE
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Emoticons below are movie names, guess the name!!!
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ANSWERS FOR REBUS PUZZLE KALEIDEOSCOPE: OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 2021 EDITION

The United States

Nobody is above the law

  Man with big mouth

Think big

Metaphor

Reading between the lines

AccelerateI understand
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NEW DTMs IN DISTRICT 92

Rathish Viruthi Mohandas, DTM 
TheanTamil Toastmasters Club

Bhamathi Pai, DTM
 Hoodi Toastmasters Club

Sahrish Jahan, DTM 
 SwaR Toastmasters
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https://twitter.com/toastmastersd92/
https://www.quora.com/profile/District-92-Toastmasters
https://www.facebook.com/d92tm/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/toastmasters-district-92/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE_duA0MfH-gAvx7wMxrt8A
https://www.instagram.com/d92tm/

